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1. Introduction

Clogging is the main issue in 3D printing. In many cases the clogging appears not in the 
Nozzle with its thin 0.4 mm output bore, but in the cooled heat blocker.

Sometimes the filament becomes not extracted vertically down. The filament curl upwards 
and make adhesion to the cone of the nozzle.

With new or perfectly cleaned extruders the clogging appears after a few hours of printing. 
In our case with a FELIX Tec 4 dual extruder, low cost PLA filaments by Kcamel and low 
cost spare nozzles by JGaurora.

You may find expensive nozzles with coating, but this does not help to keep the heat 
blocker free, the best cure is to apply a special lubricator!

Good luck!

2. Material

Fig. 1. Material

1: Acetone for cleaning
2: Pipe cleaner, about D2
3: Lubricator spray, for < 300 Degree
4: Wrench for tight nozzle mounting
5: Driller D0.4
6: Driller D1.9 to D2, please do not
    scratch the D2 H7 bore too much!
7: Aluminum holder with M6
8: Socket wrench S6 mm
9: Heat gun

3. Cleaning Process Extruder

Fig. 2: Remove filament and hot nozzles Fig. 3: Clean hot heater with Acetone
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Fig. 4: Remove clogged particles in left heat
blocker with a D1.9 or D2 driller

Fig. 5: Remove clogged particles in right 
heat blocker with a D1.9 or D2 driller

Fig.6: Clean heat blocker with pipe cleaner

Check with a D2 H7 reamer if the guiding 
tube is really free from remains now!

3. Cleaning and rework Nozzle and Heat blocker

Fig. 7: Remains at the outside of the heat 
blocker: This is a sign that the nozzle was 
not pressed enough to the heat blocker!

Fig. 8. Out-loaded Filaments and remains in
the heat blocker, four trials! Does not look 
fine!
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Fig. 9: Heat dirty nozzle and clean the 
outside with acetone

Fig. 10: Heat dirty nozzle and clean it with a 
D2 driller and D0.4 driller (or an AGANI 
needle 0.4x19 mm) 

Fig. 11: Remove the remains at all M6 tread Fig. 12: Clean the entry surface

Fig.13: Rework Nozzle with a 45 Deg bevel,
Drill a 0.1 mm counter bore at the entry and 
polish the D4.5/D2 seat

Fig. 14. Polish the cone and the summit, 
this prevents the curling-up of the extruded 
filament
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Fig.15: Rework Heat blocker with a 45 Deg 
bevel, Drill a 0.1 mm counter bore at the 
entry and polish the D4.5/D2 seat

Fig.16: Well polished seats at heat blocker 
and Nozzle. Counter bore 0.1 mm at 
Input/Output NOT sharp!

Fig. 17: In-screw Heat blocker and Nozzle 
tightly but not to much, the M6 thread of the 
aluminum heater block can be damaged

Fig. 18: Tightness Test with water or better 
with alcohol. 

Fig. 19: Failed Tightness Test: Liquid comes
out of the M6 thread. If this issue remains 
also with more nozzle torque, rework the 
seats again, sorry!

Fig. 20: Nozzle/heat blocker mounting:
- Apply heat conductor paste to heat blocker
- Nozzle: space of 0.5 mm to the Alu heater.
- Heat blocker: screw it tightly to the nozzle, 
adjust the space to Alu heater 2.5 mm by 
the loosing the M3 bolt and shifting.
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Fig. 21: Mount the extruder, check if the 
filament can be inserted correctly.
Test if heating and temperature control is ok

Fig. 22. Adjust the Nozzle to the same 
height (see manual)

Fig. 23: Adjust the Z-Sensor (see manual) Fig. 24. Fix all cables with strips and mount 
the additional fan

Perform bed leveling and Z-calibration, Print a small item for testing

Optional: Lubrication of nozzle and heat blocker

Fig. 25: Lubricate Nozzle and Pipe Cleaner Fig. 26: Lubricate the heat blocker with a 
new well lubricated pipe cleaner
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4. Additional tools for cleaning

Fig. 27: Cleaning tools

1: D2 H7 reamer
2: D1.9 or D2 driller
3: Steel wire 0.4 mm (garden center)
4: Standard 0.4 driller
5: Felix 0.35 mm driller, 7.5 USD!
6: AGANI Needle 0.4 mm, 0.5 USD!
7: Package AGANI Needle 
(Ask the pharmacist and convince him that 
you do not want to inject any drugs!)

5. Lubricator

Please look at this video with good tips: https://YouTube/Zk_MARWDVoo

Fig. 28: Material for a low cost lubricator
Syringe (0.7 USD!) O-ring 9x2, foam 
plastics and a printed cover

Fig. 29: Mounted Lubricator
3 in 1 oil, olive oil or here K-4 for metal and 
plastic, -30 to + 300 Degree

Fig. 30: Perfect Result!

No more clogging in the heat blocker!

1. Lubricator Cover 
2. Removed filament (hot!), D1.85/D1.75
3. D2 driller without remains now from the 
    heater blocker (hot)!
4. Nozzle still very clean (cold now)
5. S6 socket wrench for Nozzle replacement
6. Wrench for clamping the extruder AlU 
block during nozzle replacement
Note: without this wrench you will destroy 
the NTC sensor or breaking the cables.
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5. Drawings of parts and tools

Fig. 31. Nozzle Fig. 32: Wrench for clamping extruder

Fig. 33: Clamps for an additional fan Fig. 34: Mounting of the additional fan, 
connected parallel to the main fan

6. Final Comments

- A fried told me: If you like to spend hours with cleaning: buy a 3D-Printer!

- There are many reasons for clogging:

1. The surface of the Nozzle and Guiding Tube seats must be flat, well polished and 
pressed hard together by the M6-thread to the heater block.

Else melted filament will flow out of the M6 tread, up and down. This could produce drops 
on the object in printing process, and the frozen drops will push to the nozzle during later 
xy motion: Result: Building platform pushed away from its origin, causing xy offset printing.

2. The clogging of the heat blocker is more delicate: Without lubrication the partially melted
filament will make adhesion to the inner side of the heat blocker, game over.

Good luck! (You need a lot of luck for successful 3D-Printing!)
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